1999 Int Skoolie
Livingston, MT
45.671445, -110.52926004348622

This 35ft International Skoolie was completed in 2018. In the meantime we have been living
and traveling from North Carolina, to Florida, to Montana! The engine is a DT466E and has run
fantastic and been taken care of with regular service. 150,000 miles. It has an Allison
Transmission and runs down the highway smooth. The governor makes climbing hill hassle free
and wont overload the engine with work. Inside we a have standard household electric system,
which can be plugged in, or let run off the battery power. An inverter charger allows for
expansion into solar more than possible. A large deck on the roof new in 2020. The 2 way Dometic
refrigerator allows for boondocking with its LP capability. Instant hot water heater and 3 burner
stove also run off of the LP. There is a 100 gallon fresh water tank, Two 45-gallon gray tanks, and
a 45 gallon Black Tank. A Coleman Mach A/C Unit where the rooftop emergency exit once was. We
have a 100 gallon stainless horse trough tub in the bathroom as well. Full sized bed with storage
underneath. The rear exit has been converted into a garage area for all your goodies. Registered
as an RV and insured that way as well. This Bus has been great to us, traveling and living for two
calendar years, and its ready to make any trip you can imagine!We have had some publicity as I
play minor league baseball, so there are articles and pictures also
online!https://www.today.com/home/baseball-player-girlfriend-living-school-bus-they-renovated
-t150980In the listing I have put some of the construction pictures so you can see the insulation in
the walls and the way we kind of did things.Currently we are located in Livingston, MT.If need be,
we could possibly work something out for delivery. The bus has made it across the country once,
no reason it cant again! Let us know how we can make the purchase for you easier..style1 { color:
#FF0000;}Claim ad as owner. CLICK HERE
Purpose: Sale

City: Livingston

Zip code: 59047

Sale price: $25,000

Ownership: Builder

Model: Blue Bird

Year: 1999

Fuel type: Diesel

Engine power: DT466E

Gear shifting: Automatic

Color: Blue

Length: feet35
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